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Summer hair color trends

New year, new hair. Welcome 2019 with open arms, and this means that one step ahead of the hair color trends that will fall as soon as the clock hits midnight. While 2018 brought us some memorable styles (has anyone said that cold hair brewed?), the hair colors we saw in 2019 will be game changers. Here are 7 trends that will be
everywhere this year. One look is inspired by none other than the Kardashians... and this is just the beginning. Many women color their hair to keep grays away, but thanks to prominent stylists such as @aashbotelho, silver strands are no longer something to fear. If you like to be at the forefront of great trends, make an appointment with
your colorist to change your appearance as soon as possible. So you're obsessed with Emma Stone's fiery tresses, but you're not sure you're ready for a full head of bright orange hair. @topknotbalayage has the happy medium you were looking for, and it's called strawberry honey. Adding a hint of copper to brunette locks is the perfect
way to spice things up without going overboard. Take inspiration from this OMG-worthy do by @charlottemensah, but don't be afraid to ask for some burgundy, auburn, or cinnamon strands too. RELATED: 7 Hair Color Trends Everyone Was Trying in 2018 Mushroom has been making headlines as hair color 2019, and this stunning look
by @jordan_kindel_salon makes it clear why. It is multidimensional, effortlessly stylish and earthy beyond comparison. What else can a girl ask? Platinum blonde had a great moment in 2018, but let's be real, it's pretty high maintenance to. Choose something warmer like this look @hairbydemim - a much easier-to-manage style that will
make you look equally fabulous. RELATED: This Will Be 2019's Hottest Hair Color It's obvious why this look has skyrockete in popularity... is a family named Kardashian calling? This color by @aashbotelho allows kim's inner channel. If there is one thing we can all agree on, then our main priority for the new year is to maintain a life as low
maintenance as possible. The mixed root looks like the one @brianacisneros and @shannonrha is exactly what you need if you can't bother constantly filling in the new growth. To get our best stories delivered to your inbox, sign up for the Healthy Life newsletter All we needed is a quick sign from the Queen (Queen Bey, who is) to confirm
that it's ok to go darker for the summer. Shades of pop brunette have already flooded Instagram, but Beyoncé's recent transformation from her usual blonde hair to darker brown solidified her place on the hot list. This particular variety goes by various names: bourbon, bronde, or as Guy Tang, founder of #Mydentity Color, calls it bronde
mushroom. Basically, this is a brunette version of the classic dirty blonde. Tang explains most traditional brunettes are on the warmer side (think of rich chocolate or mahogany browns), but this version more muted, ash tone that bends at the cooler end of the scale. Although the overall look is frosty, it is balanced with warmer strands on a
colder base. There are sandy shades, neutral with a hint of gold to the strands, and ashy, neutral base color, says Stephanie Brown, a colorist at IGK Salon Soho in New York. It is different, because it is a brunette with several beach attractions. If done well, the brunette ash works on a number of skin tones. But since it's a little cool, Tang
says it works best on warmer ones. However, depending on the overtones, you can make it work on almost any complexion. Based on how ashy sounds reflect, this tone doesn't cool your skin a bit, but I'd say it can improve any skin tone if done well, says Tang.Remember that the color is more brown than it is blonde, but it works no
matter what end of spectrum you start at. If you're looking to get a little deep with blondes or brighten up an already brown base, here are some inspirations to share with the colorist. BrondeTang mushroom layers at least three different shades to get into this multidimensional mushroom bronde. He toned his hair with notes of mauve
superimposed with silver smoke and finished with crystal clear glaze. Dark Mushroom BrondeBy this color right, Brown says that highlights or ombré should be only one to two levels lighter than the base. She also notes to remind the colorist not to get too heavy hands on these ombré pieces, and keep the sections small. True
BrondeSticking with a blonde may seem like an easy choice for the summer, but Brown says that darker and adding highlights like her here will actually make her look like you've spent time in the sun. It's also a low cost of living, so you can do it at the beginning of summer and you don't have to go back to touch it, he says. Knob
CreekWilmington, North Carolina stylist Esther Hahn calls this look Knob Creek after the bourbon whiskey brand. Thicker, lighter pieces mix well without overwhelming chocolate in the center. Icy BrondeThe before and after photo is stunning. This version is much lighter at the ends, thanks to Lux Salon Owner @glamiris taking your
customer on the icier side for a balayage blend. This is a good option if you like to have this dark base, but you want something brighter. According to the post, this transformation lasted five hours. BrombréBoth Brown and Tang agree that there is minimal maintenance for looking like this. Because it's an ombré, it's a low-maintenance hair
color, brown says. I would say that [getting] retouched about one to three times a year should be enough. Tis season head-rolling braids. What is the best part of ringing in the new season? All the new opportunities that your bangs bring, of course. Winter is just around the corner, and giving yourself an exciting new look is exactly what
you need to fend off the cold weather blues. From the hair petal hair, stylists draw inspiration from winter staples and we couldn't be more into it. Below we have collected 7 winter trends in hair color, which seriously begin this year. RELATED: 7 Products That Will Keep Color Treated Hair Looking Alive We can reflect on the beauty of
snowflakes for hours, and we can do the same with this rolling head done by @hairby_kimberlyy. If it's not targeting Queen Elsa, we don't know what it is. So you want to go dark for the winter months, but the whole head of shady locks sounds intense. Don't worry @anjely_ gets that, which is why she warmed up her brunette tresses with
soft gold highlights. An ordinary old brunette can be, well, boring. But thanks @lana.mia.hair, you can upgrade your mane to this wonderful ash color for something new without overdoing it. This season you will see a subtle color everywhere. So what better way to add vibrancies to your look than with a dreamy purple like this shade by
@guy_tang? Be prepared to be trending. Sun-kissed golden shade may feel too summery at this time of year, but that doesn't mean you need to give back the heat and darken. This molten blonde style by @kristinamaccaro strikes the perfect balance of both seasons. Winter is mostly cozy in front of the fireplace with a cup of hot
chocolate. The only thing that can make this scenario better is about hair to match, like this look by @jessicawagnerhair. Shades of copper and burgundy will help your bangs stand out. How wonderful are the braids @bellemjohnson? When hair has a natural volume like her, you can not go wrong with one toned do. Don't be afraid to let
your locks speak for themselves this season. To get our best stories delivered to your inbox, sign up for the Healthy Life All newsletter for not-so-fun meetings for adults to schedule in the new year, like physical or toothbrushing, the most exciting thing to lock in iCal is definitely a visit to colorist. After booking a meeting, it's time to decide
exactly what you're asking for - because the new year requires a new change, and a few simple attractions just won't do it. The best way to start planning? From milk-chocolate tone every brunette celeb trying now, to remix on platinum blonde and twinkly copper babylights we call Orchard Red, the pros break down the five major hair color
trends set to take off in 2020, before. Front.
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